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Burns a breath of fresh air in corrupt Supreme Court election process says statewide
progressive social justice group.

MILWAUKEE, WI - Citizen Action of Wisconsin, a statewide progressive social justice group
with members across Wisconsin, announced Tuesday its endorsement of Tim Burns for State
Supreme Court in the primary election on February 20. The Citizen Action board of directors is
making the endorsement after an extensive process that included a candidate forum, intensive
candidate interviews, and input from Citizen Action Organizing Co-op leaders throughout
Wisconsin. Citizen Action’s Organizing Co-ops are member-owned democratically elected
chapters throughout Wisconsin.

What impresses Citizen Action leaders and members about Tim Burns is his willingness to
discuss his progressive values with voters instead of perpetuating the charade that a judge’s
philosophy does not influence their decisions. Wisconsin needs a Supreme Court Justice who
will fight for average people against the big corporate interests that are rigging the Wisconsin
judiciary.

Citizen Action members and leaders believe that the traditional nonpartisan model for State
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Supreme Court campaigns is now badly outdated because dark money campaigns by right wing
groups and corporate interests have taken over the Wisconsin State Supreme Court. To tell
voters that a judge’s values or their financial benefactors don’t impact their decisions is
misleading and undemocratic.

Tim Burns offers the sharpest contrast to the right-wing candidate Michael Screnock, who is
running a typical “trojan horse” right-wing judicial campaign. Screnock claims he will be a
nonpartisan judge who merely interprets the law, but is the chosen candidate of Scott Walker
and the Republican establishment. Screnock, who was arrested at an anti-women’s choice
protest for blocking access to care, cut his teeth at a union busting law firm defending two of the
most hyper-partisan actions in Wisconsin history: Act 10 and the partisan legislative maps that
may be overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court. Screnock is receiving more than half of his
campaign resources from the Republican Party
. Screnock’s
radio ad which is running on right-wing talks shows touts
his “conservative” credentials and his appointment by Scott Walker.

Screnock’s assertion that he will neutrally interpret the law is also debunked by his support for
the John Doe decision to radically rewrite campaign finance law , protecting Scott Walker from
prosecution for coordination with dark money groups that was widely believed to be illegal at the
time. In addition, Screnock is setting up to have most of his general election campaign
bankrolled by the
same
right-wing dark money groups
which coordinated with Scott Walker’s 2012 campaign and have pumped millions into
campaigns in support of right-wing Supreme Court justices.

“It is long overdue for a Supreme Court candidate to run openly as a representative of average
people against the big corporate interests which dominate Wisconsin government and the
current Supreme Court. That is why Citizen Action is proud to endorse Tim Burns for State
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Supreme Court,” said Robert Kraig, Executive Director of Citizen Action of Wisconsin.

“The deceitful playbook of right-wing judges is to claim to be neutral while nullifying laws and
radically rewriting our Constitution for the benefit of big corporate interests. For two decades
Wisconsin Supreme Court elections have been dominated by a series of big money candidates
who have grossly misled the public about their partisan and ideological agendas. In this toxic
judicial environment, Tim Burns is a breath of fresh air.”

****

Citizen Action of Wisconsin is Proud to be a Union Employer, OPEIU Local 9, AFL-CIO, citizen
actionwi.org
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